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An Ecological Perspective of Marcus Island, with
Special Reference to Land Animals
SHOICHI F. SAKAGAMI1
MARCUS IS A SMALL, remote reef island in the
vast western Pacific. It is located at N . 240
20', E. 154 0 ( Bryan, 1903) , being 1,000 km.
ENE. of Farallon de Pajaros (the northernmost
of the Mariana Islands ) , 1,300 km. E. of Iwo
Jima, and a little farther WNW. of Wake
( Gressitt, 1954 ) .2 Prior to World War II the
island was a Japanese dependency. Now it is
a part of the Trust Territory of the United
States, but there is no active establishment upon
it except for a weather station belonging to
the Central Meteorological Observatory of To-
kyo. Through the courtesy of the Observatory,
I had an opp ortunity to visit the island, together
with Dr. N. Kuroda of the Yamashina Orni-
thological Institute ( birds) and Mr. M. Ya-
mada of our Institute (marine invertebrates ) ,
during April 30 to May 6, 1952, and to observe
its land biota. Although our observations were
not extensive because of lack of sufficient time ,
I believe that the results are worth publishing
because of our scanty knowledge of the ecology
of the smaller Pacific islands and the lack of
comprehensive biological research on this is-
land since Bryan's visit in 1903.
TOPOGRAPHY AND SOIL TEXTURE
Marcus Island is a raised atoll formed on an
elevation of submarine mountains in northern
Micronesi a. As seen in Figure 1, it is triangular,
with south and north shores of about 2 km.,
and the northwest shore a little longer. The
1 Contribution No. 48 6 from the Zoological Inst i-
tute, Faculty of Science, Hokkaido University, Sap-
poro, Japan. Manuscript received March 19, 1959.
2 Location of the island differs slightly from one
record to another : N . 24 ° 17' 30", E. 153°58', ac-
cordin g to the notification by the Tokyo Prefectural
Office (1898); and N. 24 ° 17'35", E. 154 °4'30",
and N. 24 ° 17' 02", E. 154 ° 1', respectively, accord-
ing to observati ons by two Japanese cruisers, the
Kasagi and the Takachiho (Yoshida, 1902 ) .
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lagoon between the island and the fringing reef
is about 200 m. on the NW. shore but is much
narrower on the S. and E. shores ( Fig. 2 ). All
of the shores are lined by sandy beaches, ex-
cept at the northernmost parts of the NW. coast,
where the old, already mineralized reef occurs
along the beach (Figs. 1, 3 ) . The reef is con-
nected with the outer ocean by means of two
indentations in the E. and S. shores, respectively .
Only the southern indentation is used, however ,
as the harbor for landing by boats (Fig. Ie),
as large ships cannot approach the harbor be-
cause of the dangerous underwater reef. The
island is very flat. Formerly , the highest altitude
was reported as 22 m. by Bryan (1903), but
now, because of the leveling undertaken during
the war, it is only 7 m. near the northern cape.
Also, the trace of an old lagoon discovered by
Bryan was filled up with earth by the wartime
activities (Matsubara, private communication
to the writer ) . A runway of about 1,700 m.
running across the island parallel with the NW.
shore and a broad road near the southern shore
now divide the island into three areas, the NW.
zone, the S. zone, and the E. triangle (Fig. 1) .
As previously mentioned, the weather station
and accompanying facilities are the only estab-
lishments now active on the island. But re-
mains of ruined buildings constructed by both
Japanese and American military forces during
or after World War II are scattered everywhere .
The earth consists exclusively of coral sand and
pebbles . The latter vary in dimensions from
mere large sand grains to pieces of gravel more
than 5 cm. in length ( Fig. 10 ). Accumulation
of humus was observed only in the E. triangle,
where the vegetation was relatively well de-
veloped. .
In summary, Marcus is extremely poor in land
area, soil texture, and topographical diversities.
How such a poverty reflects on the land biota
will be described subsequently. It must be men-
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rioned also that the fringing reef may serve to
a certain degree as a physical barrier against
the immigration of various terrestrial organisms.
CLIMATE
Thanks to the occurrence of a weather sta-
tion , which initiated its postwar activities in
200m
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April, 1951, we possess a rather precise picture
of this mere heap of sand and pebbles in the
vast ocean. Means of maximum, mean , and
minimum daily temperatures during my stay
were 25.9°, 22.7° , and 21.0° C , respectively;
the average annual trends of various climatic
factors are shown in Table 1. From these data ,
FIG . 1. Marcus Island. Drawin g based upon a map used in the Observatory, show-
ing M esserJchmidia and Pisoni« (dots), papaya (tr iangles) , coconut palms (crosses ),
buildings (including ruined ones ). Minute dots denote the density of Ipomoea. a, Office
of weather station; b, lodging house ; c, harbor; d, ruined barracks.
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TABLE 1
CLIMATE OF MARCUS ISLAND
(The data are the averages obtained durin g 195 2-4. Maxi mu m and mi nimum values
are the extre me ones noted during the four years. )
TEMPERATURE MEAN WIND VELOCITY RAINFALL
( 0c.) RELATIVE ( m/sec) ( mm. )
Max. Mean Min. HUMIDITY Max. Mea n To tal Max/hr( %)
January.............. ...... 29 .7 22.4 17.2 72 18.3 7.6 66 .9 28.5
Februa ry.... _.____ ..... .._ 28 .5 22.4 16.3 75 18.1 7.5 53.5 25.7
March.._.._.... _____ ..._... 29 .9 23.0 18.0 76 18.4 7.8 39.5 10.9
April ........................ 31.9 24.8 18.4 78 17.6 8.1 37 .8 8.7
May..___...... ..___........._ 33.3 26.3 19.8 78 13.2 5.7 48 .7 15.9
J une.. ____ _... __ .___ __.....__ 33.8 28.1 23.1 75 12.4 4.5 43.0 23.0
Jul y......-........---....... - 35.3 27.3 22.8 78 16.4 6.0 252 .8 59 .2
August__ __ ... .... ...... .... 33 .7 27.3 21.8 79 15.6 6.4 189.1 23.9
Seprem ber..;_____...... _. 35.3 27.9 22.8 76 16.5 7.3 82.4 31.0
October ....... ..__ ___...___ 33.5 26_8 21.9 78 18.9 7.1 117.8 28.6
N ovemb er.... .. .._......_ 34 .2 26.0 22 .0 77 18.5 7.1 4 5.7 12.3
December. ..._...... ..__ . ' 31.6 23 .5 18.5 73 21.6 8.6 66 .1 16.5
W armth Index, W = 245. 8 ° C. Humidity Index, K = 5.4.
it is suggested that Marcus has a relatively dry
climate in spite of its oceanic position. Actually,
it occupies an intermediate position between
Aw and Bs of Kopp en's climate formula, al-
though the differentiation of seasons is relatively
less conspicuous. According to the climate clas-
sification by Kira ( 1953) , who established an
excellent climate system based upon two very
simple indices, warmth and humidity," the is-
land lies at the cool-arid corner of his type B ll
( tropical semiarid climate ). From the climo-
graphs and hithergraphs shown in Figure 11,4
together with those of Chichijima (Bonin Is.) ,
Yap, and Honolulu , the annual cycle can be
roughly divided into two seasons, namely, Octo-
ber to April, which is dry, cool, and windy; and
May to September , which shows the opposite
",'
a W armt h Index : W = i ( t-5 ), whe re t cc rnean
temperature of each month ; i = number of months
when t>5. Humidity Ind ex : K = 2P / (W+140),
where P = annual rainf all , W = W armth Ind ex.
• In th e hith ergr aph , high rainf all in July is mainl y
caused by an abnormally rainy weather in 1953
(500.2 mm.) . In other years , 76.8 (951), 177 .1
(1952 ), 144.7 (1953 ) , and 189.3 (1954 ) , respec-
tively.
trends. Bryan also reported the danger of land-
ing during October to April, because in that
season the waves beat violently upon the reefs
and shores. This was also confirmed in my trip
by the staff of the weath er station. As the is-
land is located in the western part of the north-
east trade-winds belt , the prevailing winds are
from the east, but certain northern trends mingle
dur ing October to Apr il. Furthermore, the in-
fluence of typhoons, which frequently visit in
September and October , must not be overlooked.
For instance, the island was completely washed
by violent waves from the south to the north-
west and eastern shores, when typhoon Sara
passed over the island in October, 1951. Max-
imum wind speed was 40.5 m/s; maximal in-
stantaneous speed, 50.9 m/ s; rainfall, 154.9
mm. ( For the effects of typhoons, see also the
App endix.)
The climati c features menti oned above may
be well explained by the location and topog-
raphy of the island. Gressitt ( 1954) mentioned
that there was occasionally found a dry local
climate within the generally wet, oceanic cli-
mate of Micronesia, especially in low islands
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and atolls . Its minute size and the poor con-
servation of water by coral sand may be the
main causes of the dry climate of Marcus, as
in W ake Island with a similar topography and
climate. Consequently , the climate of Marcus
is, in spite of its subtropical position, inadequate
to support a luxuriant flourishing of organic
and ecological diversities. (Rain is the only
source of fresh water in the island .)
FLORA AND VEGETATION
Th e flora of Marcus has been reported by
Yabe ( 1902), Bryan (1903 ), and Tuyama
( 1938 ). The plants collected by me were kindly
determined by Dr. Tuyama. They are listed in
Table 2, together with those reported by the
earlier publications. Comparison of the present
flora with those of previous studies will be dis-
cussed later. Here the discussion is limited to
the plants collected by myself. Judging from
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the size and topography of the island, I believe
that the collection of the plants which were
growing there during my stay is almost corn-
plete. It is obvious from Table 2 that the flora
is extremely poor both in number of species
and in endemism. Most of the species are
either cosmopolitan or tropicopolitan, or are
those which behave as dominants in many com-
munities because of their great vigor. In other
words, we find here no more than a typical
example of the poor flora of oceanic atolls.
The structure of the vegetation, too, is very
simple. The arb oreal stratum was composed of
Messerschmidia and Pisonia mixed in an ap·
proximate ratio of 7 :3, although the latter was
relatively scarce outside the E. triangle (Figs.
1, 4). The density and resulting coverage was
highest in the E. triangle and next highest along
an abandoned road in the northern section of
the NW. zone. In addition to these two dorn-
inants, about a dozen papayas were observed
TABLE 2
SYNOPTIC TABLE OF PLANTS R ECORDED FROM M ARCUS ISLAND
YABE (1 90 2 ) BRYAN ( 1903) TUYAMA (1938) I SAKAGAMI(Ident ified by Dr. Tuyama)
Species recorded at leasr in two occasions
T ouneiortia argentea
Cocos nucijera
1\1 orinda citrijolia
Portulacea oleracea
Tobacco
Boerhaavia repens
T oune/ortia servicea
Cocos nuci/e ra
Rub iaceae gen. sp,
Portulacea lntea
tobacco
Messerschmidia argent ea
Cocos nuci /era
Morinda citrijo lia
Carica Papaya
Pisonia grandis
Portulacea oleracea
Boerhaavia repens
Ipomoea pes-caprae
Eleusi ne indica
M esserschmidia argentea
Cocos nuci/era
Carica Papaya
Pisonia grandis
Portulacea oleracea
N icotiana T abacum
Ipomoea pes-caprae
Eleusine indica
Species record ed only once
Graminae gen . sp. Euxolus sp.
Panicum prariens
Rottboellia sp.
a low trailing herb
an un known herb
Dactyloctenium aegypt icum
Setaria lutescens
Synth erisma sangunalis
Scaevola [rutescens
lvlalvastrum triettpidatum
Leptur us repens
Bryopbyllurn pinnatum
Pennisetum setosum
Cenchrus echinatus
Erigeron sumatrensis
Euphorbia hirta
E. pro strata
Soncbus oleraceus
Boerhaavia diffusa
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FIG. 2
FIG . 3
FIG. 4
FI GS. 2- 10. Some topog raphical and biological as-
pects of Marcus. Expl anation in text .
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FIG . 5
FI G. 6
FIG. 7
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FIG. 8
FIG. 9
along two paths penetrating the E. triangle
( Figs. 1, 8). The coconut palm, which formerly
had been the leading member of the arboreal
stratum, was represented by only three under -
nourished saplings, as is indicated by the crosses
in Figure 1.
The simplicity of the herbaceous layer was
much more surprising. It was practically no
more than an overwhelming dominance of
Ipomoea pes-caprae. The density was also highest
in the E. triangle, except its NW. section, but
the stout runner extended its domain through-
out the island except on the outermost margins
of the sandy beaches. In the center of the E.
triangle, this creeper constituted a pure com-
munity of about 1 sq. km., excluding all other
herbs; there one could walk hundreds of meters
on a thick bed of intermingled vines, both
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FIG. 10
living and withered, without touching the soil
surface (Fig. 4) .
Consequently, other herbs and grasses, al-
though most of them were very vigorous weeds,
grew only in limited areas, apparently where
the pressure of Ipomoea was not conspicuous ,
namely, in wooded edges, roadsides, and the
NW. section of the E. triangle. In such zones,
Portulaca and Cenchrus were dominant mem-
bers of the lower stratum, and Pennisetum, Ni-
cotiana, Eleusine, and Sonchus of the higher
one. The area richest in species was the con-
fluent point of the runway and the other broad
road, where most species of herbs and grasses
were collected. On the other hand, no plants
other than Ipomoea were discovered on the
beaches (Fig. 9) . From this description, it may
be recognized that the island is extremely simple
in both floristic and vegetational aspects.
FAUNA
The birds and mammals collected or observed
in our survey were described by Kuroda (1954) .
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All other land animals collected or observed by
me, or those later sent me from the weather
station, are listed in Table 3, accompanied by
notes on distribution and abundance. The fol-
lowing remarks will explain the data presented
in the table.
1. The numb er of species given in parentheses
after the names of the major taxonomic groups
does not always coincide with the number listed
under each group, because the familia l char-
acters were not determined for some specimens
which were not caught or were lost before or
during the preparation of our data.
2. Under the column showing range , the dis-
tribution of identified species in other districts
is mentioned. In the majority, however , only
the pattern of geographic distribution is given,
using the following abbreviations: E, endemic
at present ; C, cosmopolitan ; T, tropicopolitan ,
including Indo-Pacificopoliran; P, Pacificopoli-
tan; and Pa, Palaearct ic. These patterns are
naturally very conventional, for the distinction
among C, T, and P is often subjective.
3. Under the column showing abund ance, the
relativ e abundance of each species is shown with
marks: ++, very abundant; ± , abundant; +,
common; - , rare. Th e last observation may
express not an actual rareness, but only a cryp-
tic life-mode.
4. Th e distribution and relative abundance of
each species in the various habitats (see the
definiti on of A, B, etc., in the next paragraph )
are indicated by 0 ( for occurrence ) or A ( for
abund ance ) . Where holometabolic insects are
concerned, the distribution is considered only
with respect to adults , but in the sphingid and
noctuid moth s, only with respect to their cater -
pilla rs, inasmuch as the adults were collected
only at lights .
5. The species observed but not collected are
marked with an asterisk, and those which were
only indirectly confirmed are marked with a
dagger .
DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS
IN VARIO US HABITATS
In order to obtain a closer perspective with
regard to the ecological distribution of animals
listed above, the island was divided into the
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following habitat zones, based upon topography
and vegetation (Fig. 12) .
A: Areas with both arboreal and herbaceous
strata (Fi g. 4 and Fig. 5, back) :
A1: Floor stratum, including earth surface
and sites beneath gravel and stones.
A2 : Herbaceous stratum, consisting of Ip o-
m oea foliage alone.
A:l : Arboreal stratum, consisting of M es-
serschmidia and Pisonia as dominants.
B: Areas with out arboreal stratum, with rel-
atively tall grass and herbs, and with poor
development of Ip om oea ( Fig. 5, left ) :
B1 : Floor stratum corresponding to A1 •
B2 : Stratum of short grass and herbs.
Ba: Stratum of tall grass and herbs.
C: Areas with short grass and herbs alone ;
Ip omoea cover is more developed than in
B ( Fig. 5, middl e ) :
C1 : Floor stratum corresponding to B1 .
C2 : Stratum of grass and herbs .
0 : Areas largely exposed, with patchy de-
velopment of grass and herbs ; Ip om oea
cover less developed than in C:
C' (C't and C'2): Littoral zones corre-
0' sponding to C and D
in h abit a t structure.
Howe v e r, C't con-
s is t ed of scattered
establishments of Ip o-
m oea frontiers alone,
and 0' is almost aph y-
tic.
H : Areas disarranged by hum an activiti es.
The relative size of these habitats was ap-
proximately A greater than or equal to C' ap-
proximately equal to D' > D > B approximately
equal to C. The richness of each habitat in num-
ber of species and in ecological endemicity may
be roughly estimated by comparing the total
species number with the number of species
found exclusively in each habitat (see Tab le 4) .
Conclusions derived from these data are :
1. With respect to verti cal distribution, the
floor strata are far richer both in species number
and in ecological endemicity than are the upper
strata . Apparently, this is caused by the poor
development of vegetation in the latter.
2. Horizontally, A is the richest section in
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FIG. 11. Climograph (above) and hith ergrap h of Marcus, Chich ijima (Bonins), Yap , and Honolulu.
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TABLE 3
TERRESTRIAL MACROSCOPIC ANIMALS ON MARCUS ISLAND, EXCLUDING MAMMALS AND BIRDS
FAMILY SPECIES
I IABUN- I,I
I RANGE I DANCE A,
DISTRIBUTION A N D RELATIVE ABUNDANCE IN
VARIOUS HABITATS
A, A" I B, B, B" I c, C, DC,' C; I D' I H
M oll usca- Orthuret hra ( 1 )
·············1gen . sp I I fI 0 -1-
1 0
An nelida ( 1)
- - - - .,.-- - - -,- - --,-- -,-- - --,-- -,--
Megasco- I . I
lecidae... ?Allolobopbora sp I
Crustacea ( 6)
Grapsidae.. .. Geograpsus grayi 1 II I 1(Millne- Edwards)..... . T ++ A 0 0 0 A 0 0 ACoenobi - II
tidae..... - - _. . t Coenobita sp .... .... ....... . (±) (0) (0)
Por celli dae... . A rmadill o sp ........ . ... ...... ± 0
Porcellio sp . L ............. . - 0
Porcel!io sp . 2... ............. - 0
gen . sp .......... ... .. .... ... .. ... . - 0
Myr iap od a (2)
Mecisto- I
I
cephalidae.. Mecistocephalus I
La:::~;;:ss:;~:.~.~~.~~~.hi..... E ± 0 0Henicopidae. - 0 I
Arachnoidea- Araneae ( 6)
Pnolcidae...... Pholcus crypticoleus i
Bosenberg & Strand... Pa - I 0
Salticid ae...... Plexippus paykulli Aud.. C + 0 0 0 0
I 0I
Heteropodi - I
dae ....... .. .,... H eterop oda ven atoria
(1. ) ..... .......... ............. T +
I
0 0
Arg iopidae... N eoscona the isi
(Walckenaer) ... ........ .. T ++ A
Arachno idea-Acari (3)
Ori baridae J gen. sp . 1 0 1 0
Dithidae..... .. Ditha (Paraditha) mar -
Icusensis (Morikawa).. E - 0Ch tho niidae.. Lechytia sakagam ii ,
Morikawa ... ..... ......... .. E - I 0Garypidae.. ... Geogarypus (Geogary- I·pus ) mic ronesiensis
,IMorikawa......... .. .. .. .... E - 0
-
Apt er ygota (5)
Ento rno- !!hyridae...... Dr epanocyrtas terrestris IiFolsom... ............ ........ H a- ijwaii + 0
Sira jacobsoni Borner .... . P ± I 0
Lepido cyrtus sp ..... ......... - II 0
Lep ismatidae Ctenolep ism a villosa Ii
Escheric h ..... ..... .. ..... ... Pa - Ii 0
0
Mac hilidae.... "gen . sp ................ ..........
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FA MILY SP ECIE S I I II
D1STRIB UT IGN AN D RELATIV E ABUNDANCE IN
ABUN- VARIOUS HABITATS
RANG E I DAN CE A, Ao A3 I B, Bo B3 C, Co D C, ' C/ I D' H
Odonata ( 1)
P (+?) il (0)(0) I
o rthopteroidea (13)
I I I I
Blatti dae....... Periplaneta america: a "
(L. ) ... ........... .............. T ++ A
P. australasiae (L.) ....... .. T ++ A
?B!atta sp.... .... ........ .... ... - 0
?Blatt e!!a sp...... .. .. ........ . - 0
Leucopbaea surinam en-
sis (L. ) ..... ...... ............ T - 0
Anisolabi -
idae... .... ...... A nis olabis martima
(Borelli) ...... .. ..... .. .. ... C + 0 0 0 0
Euborella annu lipes
(Lucas)............. .......... C + 0 0 0 0
Labiduridae.. Labidura sp ..... ....... .... ... ± 0
G ryllid ae...... Landr eva clara W alker.. . T ·1 + A 0 A 0
Ornebius sp .... .... ....... ..... + 0
Locustidae..... Aiolopus temul«:
(Fabricius)............. .... T + 0 A 0 A
Locust« migratoria ssp .... ++ il A A 0 0 0 0 0
.. .
Ernbi opt era ( 1)
Oligo- I
tomidae .... .. Oligotoma saundersi
IW estwood.................. Ori-ental ++ 0 A
? 1 !;en . sp I
Psocoptera ( 1)
I + II
Hemiptera (9)
10 1
Coccidae.... .. . Coccus besp eridusn L. ..... T + o o 0 o
Aphidae.... ... . A phis gossypii Glover.... C + 0 0
Coreidae... .... Liorbyssus hyatinus
(Fabricius) .... ........... .. C ± 0
Miridae...... ... Cyrtopeltis (Nesidi o-
coris) tenuis (Reuter ) T ± 0
Nabidae.. ...... Nabis capsi iormis
Germer..... ..... ............ C + 0 0 0
Lygaeidae...... N ysius pulcbellus (Sral) . + 0 0 0
Pachybrachius nigriceps
(Dallas) ......... ........ .... P ± 0 0 0
Antho-
corid ae.... .. .. Gardiastetbus [nloe scens
Cydnid ae..... . ' Ge~:~:;r~;~.~~~~~.. .... T ± 0!(Dallas)...................... T ± 0 0 0 0
Sphingid ae H erse convolvuli L. I C
Nocruidae Proden ia lite ra Fabricius i T
A chaena melicerta Drury I T
Arctid ae...... .. Ute~hesia pulcbella ssp... P
? a mIcro-moth ,
Lepidoptera (5 )
+
II
0 I 0
++ A 0
1
++ ,I A
± Ii 0II ,
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TABLE 3 (Continued )
I
I 1
'1 DISTRI BUTION AN D REL ATIV E ABUNDANCE IN
ABUN- VARIOUS HABITATS
I RAN GE DANCE Al A, AoI s , B, B3 I C1 C, I D I c .' co' I D' I H
Coleoptera ( 7 )
Curculio-
nidae .......... Oxydema /rui/orme
W ollaston .. .... ......._.... P - 0
Cylas [ormicarius
Fabricius..............__... T ± 0 0 0 0 0 0
Calandra oryzae 1. ......... C ± 0
Teneb rio-
nidae.......... Tr ibolium castaneum
(H erbst) ..................... C ± 0
Oedemeridae. Eobia cbinensis H ope..... Pa ++ A A
Coccinell-
idae............. Scymnus sp...... ............... - 0
Elateridae....._ ?Harm inius sp... ....._..... .. I 0
H ymenoptera ( 6)
Sphecidae..... Scelipbron cementariurn
I
(D rudy}... ... ........._._... Ne are-
tic + 0 0
Vespid ae...... t Eumeninae gen. sp ....... I
Formicidae.. _ Solenopsis geminata
Fabricius..............._.... T - 0 0 0
T apinoma melano-
cepbalsem Fabricius.... T ++ A 0 0 A 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0
Lasius niger ssp....... ... .... Pa ++ A 0 0 A 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0
T etramorium caespiuon II1. ....... ..................... ... Pa - 0
Diptera (11)
Syrphidae..... lscbiodon scutellaris
IFab riciu s............._.._... T + 0 0 0Drosophil-
idae.......... .. Drosophilamelanogaster
Mcigerrr ' :................... C ± 0 0 0 0 0
Anthomyidae Atherigona excisa
Thom pson .................. P ++ 0 A
Muscidae...... Musca domestics 1. .. ......_ C + 0
Lucilia sericata 1. ... ... ..... C + 0 0 0
Sarcopha-
gidae.......... Parasarcophaga (Liosar-
copbaga) misers
(W alker) .. .... .............. C + 0 0 0
Ph oridae...... . Aneurin» sp.... .......__...... + 0
Ephydridae... gen . sp ...........__........_._.... - 0 0
Agromyzidae gen. sp ......................._.... - 0 0
Sph aerocer i-
Idae .............. gen. sp .... ......__........ .__...._ - 0
D olicho- I
pod idae ....... gen. sp .... ... _._............. ..... ± !, 0 0 0
Reptilia
Scincidae...... Cryptoblephams bouto- I
nii nigropunctatu s
I(Hallowell}........... ..... Bonins ++ A 0 0 A 0 A 0 A 0 0 AGeck oni dae.. Gehyra variegata ogasa-
u/arasi rnae Okada....... Bonins ± I! 0 0
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both species number and ecological endemicity.
This is natural because this habitat occupies
more than half of the island and is biologically
the most productive and stable zone. It must be
mentioned, however, that A has a relatively poor
fauna, depending on its very simple vegetation,
as in C'2.
3. D' is obviously the poorest habitat because
of its aphyric conditions; this conclusion, of
course, pertains only to our observations upon
the macroscopic animals. Bio-economically, this
habitat really is the front of the marine littoral
ecosystem extending into the land. On the other
hand, the relatively rich number of species found
in Band C, in spite of their small size, is ap-
parently due to their ecotonal character.
4. The poor differentiation of C l and B,
(compare the two serial orders in Table 4) may
be understood if these strata are considered as
a mere extension of an ecological gradient, of
which the peak lies in A l . The structure of the
floor fauna varies, therefore, at first when the
plant cover almost disappears in D. C 1 has also
a few characteristic species corresponding to its
littoral nature.
DESCRIPTION OF EACH HABITAT
The several habitats distinguished above must
not be considered to be like cages or walled
areas which confine various inhabitants within
them. They are merely devices of a coordinated
system for the clear understanding of the ecolog-
ical make-up of the island. Eventually , certain
species pass freely from one habitat, or from
one stratum, to another. Before describing each
habitat and its inhabitants, brief notes will be
given concerning these mobile species.
The rat, Rattus rattus ssp., is the only mam-
mal inhabiting the island. Formerly, the staff
of the weather station kept cats which con-
trolled a considerable number of rats. In the
absence of any intensive controls, the rats are
now fairly abundant and their activities were
traced everywhere in the island.
The skink, Cryptoblepharus, and the land crab,
Geograpsus,u were also seen everywhere, except
• As most recorded genera are represented by a sin-
gle species, only generic names will be given in the
following descriptions.
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B3 and D' in the case of the former species,
and except B2 , B3 , C2 , C 2 , and D' in the latter
one. Both can climb up Messerschmidia and
Pisonia to fairly high twigs. They even appear
in the upper stories of buildings: crabs were
often observed when they were crawling up
vertical walls nearly to the ceiling. It is certain
that these animals, one as a predator and the
other as a scavenger, play important roles in
the bio-economy of the island.
Two ants, Lasius and Tapinoma, may be added
to the list of widely roaming species. They were
observed utilizing the runners of Ipomoea to
invade even into area C 2, where other animals
were scarcely seen. Although it is a relatively
sedentary creature, a cricket, Landreva, was col-
lected in almost every floor stratum except C,
and D'. Its songs could be heard in the daytime,
but they were more impressive at night, dom-
inating this tiny bit of land in the midst of the
immense ocean.
Setting these mobile species aside, some char-
acteristic features of each habitat will be out-
lined.
Zone A is the largest, richest, and most stable
habitat in the island. This is also the only area
where the formation of humus is relatively con-
spicuous. Consequently, because of the lodging
it affords various cryptic animals (roaches, land-
isopods, myriapods, erc., under stones, Oxydema
in decayed wood ) , A1 has the richest fauna in
the island. A2 consisted of Ipomoea foliage
alone. Sphinx, Prodenia, and Coccus were the
major pests of the vigorous creeper. Prodenia,
especially, was locally very abundant, and con-
siderable damage was observed, as is shown in
Figures 6 and 7.
Locusta and Utetheisa, both feeding on Mes-
serschmidia, surprised us by their spectacular
abundance. The adults of Utetheisa are active
irrespective of diurnal rhythm. In daytime, they
were seen everywhere in the A zone, feebly
fluttering from one tree to another. At night
they swarmed abundantly around lamps. The
first instar larvae live concealed within the young
sprouts (Fig. 14); older ones feed on exposed
leaf surfaces, and pupae are seen near the tips
of leaves, in a thin hammock spun by themselves
(Fig. 13).
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FIG. 12. Di stinction of various habitats based upon vege tation and topography.
Adults and nymph s of all stages of Locusta
were collected on M esserschmidia. From their
extreme abundance, high activity, and great vo-
racity, I have the impression that this popula-
tion might change from phasis solitaria to phasis
transiens. Inside still younger buds of Messer-
schmidia, a small cricket, Ornebius, was often
discovered. Th ey always directed the head and
antennae upward ( Fig. 15 ) , and when dis-
turbed rolled down very quickly into the earth.
Coccus were also found in Pisonia and, espe-
cially in papaya, were eagerly visited by two
milkers, Lasius and Tapinoma. Moreover , vari-
ous flies and their predators, H eteropoda and
Neoscona, were abund ant throughout the arbo-
real foliage. Consid erable numbers of the latt er
species were found in nests of an introduced
American wasp, Sceliphron.
Corresponding to their ecotonal nature, B
and C were relatively rich in number of species
but possessed only two characteristic bugs :
Cyrtopeltis on tobacco and Liorhyssus on Son-
chus. The activities of skinks and land crabs
decrease in B due to a relatively thick growth
of herbs and grass but increase again in C. The
most characteri stic species in these transient
zones is Aiolopus, which, in cont rast to its
cousin, Locusta, does not invade zone A.
Aphis and its predator, Ischiodon, were found
in th is zone on Portulaca, the dominant plant
in C and D, although the form er species was
found in zone A as milk cows inside a nest of
T etramorium. Solenopsis was also found only
in this zone.
With the further decrease of plant cover,
animals adapted to bare surfaces appeared in D .
Th e character istic species was Oligotom a, which
was extremely abundant in runways and adjacent
exposed areas, dwelling in a characteristic nest
spun by themselves ( Fig. 16 ) . If they were
dri ven away from the nest, they were hunted
by Lasius as soon as they were discovered by
this ant. At night, winged adults were collected
around the lamps situated near the run way.
Zones C' and D' are reproductions of C and
D in the lit toral zone. A characteri stic animal
assemblage was collected under the stones and
large gravels in C'l : it consisted of Geogarypus,
an oribarid mite, two collembola, myriapods,
etc. On exposed surf aces, however, there were
very few anima ls, except for Lasius and T apin-
oma walking on the runners of Ip om oea. D',
especially, was macroscopicall y a complete abio-
tic zone. Th e only animals collected were An-
isolabis, found under the decayed matter. Al-
though it did not belong to the land biota, an
endemic marin e coliembola, Polyacanthella oce-
anica Uchid a, was discovered at the northern
rocky reef of the NW. shore, together with
some polychaeres, crabs, etc. According to a
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FURTHER ECOLOGICAL NOTES
All of th e moths listed in Table 3, as well
as Oligotoma and Eobia, were attrac ted to lamps .
Because of its oedemogenic secretion, Eobia is
the only insect species injurious to hum an be-
ings. No fleas, mosquitoes, or blackflies occur
on th e island .
After this brief sketch of the different hab-
itats, a mystifying fact must be mentioned : a
dragonfly, Diplacodes bipunctata, occurred on
the island, even in the absence of fresh water.
Th e adults of this species appeared a consider-
able tim e after our visit . I observed only a
single specimen, at a passway penetrating the
E. triangle, but a staff member of the weather
station repeatedly confirmed the appearance of
numerous dragonfli es, and later he kindly sent
me the specimen which was identified. If this
species multiplies on the island, then not only
must fresh water be available somewhere but
also a number of aquatic organisms to be preyed
upon by its nymphs. In the absence of any
evidence of fresh water, the only other ex-
planation must be the seasonal migration of th is
relatively delicate species across thousands of
kilometers of ocean-although th is is an ex-
planation that I myself find hard to believe .
Ecological interactions among various organ-
isms in a given area, howe ver few there may
be, are always difficult to demonstrate clearly.
But, the uncomplicated environment and simple
biota of Marcus permit schematizing it as in
Figure 18. Even if the schema is still far from
compl ete in man y points, the principal courses
of biotic energy-flow in the island are obvious
and may be classified into two major groups
with respect to the energy sources: those start-
ing from green plants, and those from the
products of human activities. The two groups
are relatively independent of each other, al-
though, as discussed later, many elements con-
stituting the former group were brought to the
island by various human activities. As a glance
at the figure will show, the extreme disharmony
between the food chains and the occurrence of
numerous unoccupied niches is impressive. Th e
extraordinary abundance of a few dom inant
species depends , without doubt, on this too
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SP ECIES
Atberigona excise _ _.__ __.
Drosophila mela nogast er .
Lucilia sericata .
Aneurina sp . _
Dolichopod idae gen. sp _ __.
Parasarcophaga misera _
Agrom yzidae gen. sp _ _
Sphaeroceridae gen. sp __ .
Musca domestica _ _ .
Tribolium castaneum- .
Ephydridae gen. sp __
Gardiastethus [uluescens .
Lasius niger ssp .
A micro-moth ._ .
staff member of the weather stat ion, a marine
strider seems to occur in the lagoon.
The area receiving direct hum an influences
possesses no more than a well-known assem-
blage of domestic species. The number of species
is far less than that found in similar environ-
ments on continents, but, reflecting the diversity
of environmental condi tions, it is fairly large
in comparison with oth er habitats, in sp ite of
the small space. A rat, two roaches , some domes-
tic flies as omnivoro us scavengers, two granary
beetles, and domestic silver fish, Cteno lepisma,
were the chief memb ers in or around the weather
station and accompanying buildings. Skinks ,
land crabs, and the two ants invaded all build-
ings. Gecko and H eteropoda lived there as
residential predators, although they were found
in the A zone , too. Earthen nests of Sceliphron
were abundant on ceilin gs, walls, and other
parts of buildings. In a ruined cottage standing
near the northern point of the island , a fairl y
large compound nest cont ain ing 62 cells was
observed attached to a broken chimney ( Fig.
17 ) . In oth er nests, the number of cells counted
was as follows : 1 cell alone (1 instance ), 2
cells (3 instances ), 3 (4 ) , 6 ( 3 ) , 7 (1 ) , 8 ( 1 ),
12 (3) , 14 (1 ) , 30 (1 ) ,57 (1) .
Numerous dead insects were observed in win-
dow screens of the din ing room, etc., due to
treatm ent with DDT. Examination of these ac-
cumulations showed an overwhelming abun -
dance of Atherigona, alth ough the main species
found within the dining room during our stay
were Musca, Lucilia, and Sarcophaga.
INDI VIDUAL
N UMBER
(Sexes not
separately
count ed)
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simple bio-economic structure. Such dishar-
mony, a commo n feature of remote oceanic is-
lands, is also recognized by comparing the num -
ber of genera and species occurring upo n the
island. Except for birds, the total number of
families, genera, and species of land anima ls
is 54, 70, and 72, respectively. Only seven fam-
ilies contain more than two species : the Blatri -
dae (5 spp. ); Formicidae (4 spp .) ; Porcellidae,
Entomophyridae, Ly gaeidae, Nocruidae, and
Muscidae (2) . There are only two genera con-
taining two species: Periplaneta and Porcellio.
In connection with this disharmony, it may
be interesting to consider here the association
of closely related species, for it has often at-
tracted the attention of ecologists on account
of competition or isolation. However, most
species belonging to fami lies represented by
more than two species show obvious habitat-
segregation. Species found in one and the same
habitat were Leucopbanea and Blatta, Anisol-
abis and Euborella in A1 and D ; two species
of Periplaneta, Lucilia, and Musca in H; two
Porcellio in AI; Sira and Lepidocyrtus in C\;
Lasius and Tapinoma almost everywhere. But,
most of them differ from each other either in
habit, as in the two ants mentioned above, or
in their relative abundance in various habitats .
Those species possessing similar habits, eating
similar food, and collected from the same hab-
itat were only two pairs of cosmo- or tropico-
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politan species, Musca and Lucilia, and two Peri-
planeta.
In former times, the island offered a favor-
able breeding site for various sea birds . Sub-
sequent reckless catching resulted in a rapid
decrease of both the species and num bers of
individuals. D uring our visit, two species, noddy
terns and sooty terns, still bred on the island.
Moreover, about 20 golden plovers and five
American wandering tattlers were seen. Of these
birds, only the plovers may have an in timate
relation to the land biota. They were seen
usually on the surface of the runway or on other
roads through the E. triangle. According to Ku-
roda (i n litt. ) , some vegetable matter was
found in their crops. On the other hand, he did
not find any food other than cuttlefish in the
crops of the terns. Therefore, terns and tattlers
are connected intimately to the mari ne ecosys-
tem but possess little relatio n to land biota.
Finally, some phe nological trends are cited
here, based upon the experience of the weather
station staff (especially of Messrs. Y. N akada
and K. Fujisawa), as follows: Fructification of
papaya , September to October; flowering of
Ipomoea, April, and September to October;
flowering of Messerschmidia, March to August;
nymphs of Locusta, seen throughout the year,
but abundant during Ju ly and August; Dipla-
codes adults, June to July, and September to
October; larvae of Herse, throughout year, but
TABLE 4
NUMBER OF SPECIES FOUND IN EACH HABITAT
(Those in parentheses were.found.exclusively in that habitat.)
VERTICAL HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION I TOTALDISTRIBU-
TION A B C D C- D' H
1 27 (15 ) 13(0 ) 19 (1) 20( 4) 10(3 ) 1(0 ) 45(35
2 14(0) 7(0) 10(0) 3(0) }29(9)3 20( 3 ) 9(2)
T otal 47 (19 ) 21 (2 ) 23 (1 ) 20 (4 ) 10(3 ) 1(0 \
Order of richness in number of speci es : I »
Order of eco logical endemicity : 1 »
=t' " "~~"'~>:':( :" := t; 6' " ~, > C! > D'
~ A:: = c/~ " ~':; ';:':~ I ;"'i\,: "'BI =\:, = ~, =L= 6'
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FIGS. 13-1 7. Some aspects of insect life on Marcus. Explanation in text.
abundant in June; assemblage of Eobia in lamps,
May to June, and August to October.
These data are still insufficient but indicate
the monotonous and inconspicuous phenological
trends on this island. This may be also recog-
nized from the occurrence of all developmental
stages of Locusta, Landreva, and Utetheisa dur-
ing our short stay.
BIOGEOGRAPHICAL REMARKS
Marcus is of little interest from the point of
view of regional biogeography. According to
Tuyama, who not only identified all plants col-
lected by me but also kindly informed me of
their distribution and ecological characteristics,
all the plants are species of wide distribution
and high vigor . After comparing the very sim-
ple flora of Marcus Island with that of the
Bonin Islands-where 46 per cent of a total of
321 species are endemic, and where five endemic
genera are found (Nakai, 1930 )-it is prob-
ably futile to discuss the phytogeographical
position of Marcus.
The same conclusion can be applied to land
animals. According to Gressitt (1956), the is-
land belongs by its location to the Oriental
Zoogeographical Region, Polynesian Subregion,
Division Polynesia Proper, and Subdivision Mi-
cronesia . But the order of frequency of the vari-
ous distributional patterns is: Tropicopolitans
(including Indo- Pacificopolitans) (18 spp.);
Cosmopolitans (13); Pacificopolirans (6); Pan-
Palaearctic (5); Endemic (4); Species with a
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limited range (4) . Distinction of these patterns
is rather arbitrary but may be sufficient to con-
clude that most of the species belong to types
which can hardly be said to be the regional,
although in general the Oriental elements are
predominant.
It is remarkable that four endemic terrestrial
species, one centipede and three pseudo-scor-
pions, were discovered upon this tiny island.
One of the latter group, Lechytia sakagamii Mo-
rikawa, is very interesting because it belongs
to a genus which, up to the present time, has
been recorded only from Nearctic, Neotropical,
and Ethiopean regions (Morikawa, 1952).
FORMATION OF LAND BIOTA
. The land biota described above has been com-
pared to the earlier results published by Yabe
(1902), Yoshida (1902 ), Bryan (1903) , and
Tuyama (1938). The plant species reported by
those writers and by me are given synoptically
in Table 2. From this table and from informa-
tion kindly given me by Mr. Matsubara, the
commander of Japanese Marcus Garrison dur-
ing World War II, we can trace the floristic
change of the island during the last 50 years.
With respect to trees and shrubs, only Cocos
and M esserschmidia have continued to exist
throughout half a century. This combination,
one of the commonest edaphic climaxes on
sandy beaches of the Pacific islands, in all prob-
ability had been already well established when
the island was discovered. Later, but before 1938,
the island received Pisonia as a new member of
its flora, and it is now a chief member of the
vegetation. On the other hand, Morinda dis-
appeared between 1938 and 1940, because this
was reported by Tuyama but not by Matsubara.
Although still surviving at the present time,
the coconut palms received remarkable damage
from human interference (d. Appendix) .
When Bryan visited the island in 1903, palms
grew densely in the central area of about 3 acres.
According to Matsubara, there were only 30
trees, about 4.5 m. high, when he arrived upon
the island in 1941. Half of them were cut down
at the end of that year. Moreover, as seen from
the Appendix, all trees on the island were com-
pletely damaged by repeated bombing during
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the war. The present arboreal stratum is, there-
fore, the outcome of postwar regeneration.
The origin of papaya now existing in the
island is obscure. Bryan gave seeds of various
plants, including papayas, to the Japanese in-
habitants when he left the island. Later Tuyama
reported this plant from the island. But no
papaya trees were growing in 1941 according
to Matsubara. He planted a few seeds in 1945,
and some seedlings grew to the height of a
child before being damaged by bombing. The
plants now growing in the island seem to have
been brought in by the U. S. Navy after the war.
Of the herbs and grasses, tobacco and Por-
tulacea are the only species reported by all
writers, including myself. Judging from the
small size and simple topography of the island,
which permit one to walk around it within 2
hours, it is hard to believe that any abundant
plant species escaped the eyes of other col-
lectors." Therefore, the lack of accord among
four collections suggests the unstable character
of the herbaceous strata, with new inhabitants
appearing and being replaced in their turn by
other ones, under the influence of human activ-
ities during the last 50 years. Ipomoea was first
reported in 1938, but Matsubara wrote me that
in 1943 it was found only in scattered patches
on the island. The overwhelming dominance of
this species throughout the island at the present
time is, therefore, a postwar event.
Previous information concerning land animals
is scanty. The most important change may be
the extinction of numerous sea birds which bred
on the island. A catastrophic decrease may well
be recognized if the report of Bryan (1903) is
compared with that of Kuroda (1953).
With respect to other land species, Yoshida
(1902) briefly described a skink, gecko, "flies,"
"red moths," and "small flies." Bryan also re-
ported a skink (Ablepharus boutonii ) and a
gecko (Perochirus articulatus). Therefore, both
have been constant inhabitants during 50 years,
although their scientific names have been
changed since Yoshida's visit. Among three
land crabs mentioned by him-Grapsus grap-
o Actually, except for Bryopb yllum, all of the plant
species collected by me were discovered on the first
day of our survey.
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FIG. 18. Food-nexuses in Marcus Island .
sus (abundant) , Geograpsus crisipes (less abun-
dant ) , and G. grayi (abundant) -only the last
species still remains on the island. According
to a personal communication from a staff mem-
ber of the weather station, he is sure that at least
one species of land hermit crab still exists on
the island. But it is uncertain whether this
species is either Coenobita oliuieri or C. com-
pressa reported by Bryan, for no specimens were
collected by myself.
It is very regrettable that Bryan's collection
of insects, which he made by various methods
( including lantern collecting, barking, attract-
ing with decaying flesh, erc.) was damaged by
ants and other pests during his return voyage.
H is miscellaneous notes based upon memory
are so inte resting, however, that I will cite them
here :
A small red ant was quite common as well as
trou blesome, especially about the settlements. I
fancy it had been imported since the colony was
established. Two species of flies were very abun-
dant, one a blowfly (Calliphora?) which per-
sisted in laying its eggs on the birds both before
and after they were skinned; the other species,
a small vinegar fly of a genus unfamiliar to me,
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Although with less certainty, the following
species are also assumed to be relatively recent
immigrants :
CONC LUDIN G REM ARKS AND
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In connection with the zoogeography of Pa-
cific islands, Gressitt (1956 ) gave an appro-
pri ate summary on the nature of land fauna in
It is uncertain whether or not a "red moth "
ment ioned by Yoshida corresponds to Utetheisa.
But, from Bryan 's notes, it is highly probable
that the numb er of individuals was very small,
even if this species was present in 1902.
Matsubara wrote me only about the skink ,
gecko, land crab, flies, and cricket as being the
impressive animals during his wart ime service.
From these accounts, we can assume that Land-
reva was established before 1943. On the other
hand, Locusta, Eiobia, and Periplaneta must have
arr ived after W orld War II, for these animals ,
if they occurred, certainly would have attracted
the attention even of persons not biologically
observant, either by their conspicuousness (as
in Locusta ) or by their sanitary imp ortanc e.
Needless to repeat, the species now most abun-
dant are, in general, the relatively recent im-
migrants .
Thus , most memb ers of the land biota of-
Marcus are immigrants since 1902. Consider-
ing the extremely isolated location of the is-
land , it must be obvious that most of these
species gained their chances to arrive on the
island and to establish themselves there only
through direct and indirect human interference
at the island. My conclusion, therefore, is that
the present land biota is, in its origin , largely
an outcome of human activit ies directed upon
the island.
... were to be seen in moist, shady places all
over the island. A small miller was common dur-
ing the night, and I am of the opinion that the
skinks and geckos feed on it as well as on the
small flies just mentioned... .
The only spider that had established itself
was the widely distributed web-spinning species,
Epeira nautica. . . .Trees and grass showed little
or no signs of insect pests. In fact, I found only
one species of plant that had been molested by
biting insects. Since these depredations were to
be seen only in a very limited area, and as I was
unable to secure the miscreant either by day or
night, I concluded the species must have been
a recent Japanese introduction that had not had
time to thoroughly establish itself. No species
of Coleoptera were secured [pp. 117-8].
N o land shells were noted, and I believe there
were none [p, 120].
Believing that a collection of any earthworms
that might occur on the island would be of
interest I requested Mr . Sedgwick and his as-
sistants to keep a close lookout for them. Al-
though they made a large number of excavations
in various places while prosecuting their inves-
tigations, they were unable to discover a single
specimen. .. . I am persuaded that worms of this
class have not as yet found their way thither
[p .122] .
Compare these citatio ns with results obtained
by me, and remember that both surveys were
made approximately in the same season and
during the same interval ( d . Appendix , 1902 ) .
It may be assumed that, in all pr obability, many
species now inhabiting the island were estab-
lished there after 1902.
Only Neoscona theisi (Walckenaer) ( =Ep-
eira nautica Bryan nec Koch ) and, seemingly,
some domestic dipterans are the inhabit ants col-
lected in both surveys. It is not certain whether
Bryan 's "red, small ant" corresponds to any of
four ant species collected by me or not. But
it surely differs from Lasius niger , the com-
monest ant in 1952.
Consequently, judging from their conspicu -
ousness and present abundance, the following
species may safely be regarded as immigrants
since 1902:
Plexippus paykulli Prodenia litura
H eteropoda venatoria H erse convolvuli
Periplaneta americana Sceliphron caementarium
P. australasiae
Landreva clara
Locusta migratoria
? Alloloboph ora sp.
A land snail
A rmadillo sp.
Ctenolepisma villosa
Euborella annu lipes
Lasius niger
Calandra oryzae
Cylas formicarium
T ribolium castaneum
Eobia chinensis
Anisolabis martima
A iolopus tam ulus
Oligotoma saundersi
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low coral islands : "Atolls and other low coral
islands have a small fauna-similar in widely
separated groups of islands-which is limited
by the lack of ecological diversity, the limited
haplophytic strand flora, the presence of brack-
ish ground-water , the scarcity of soil, and ex-
posure to salt-spray."
The land biota of Marcus, with its extreme
poverty in both taxonomic and ecological com-
ponents, offers nothing other than a very typical
example of Gressitt's generalization. He also
wrote : "The extent of speciation is directly re-
lated to the island 's age, size, isolation and
diversity of environment." This proposition can
be applied to biocoenology if the word "specia-
tion" is replaced by the phrase "differentiation
of ecological components." On Marcus Island
the isolation is fairly great , but its size and its
diversity of environment are incomparably small
to be able to promote any ecological differentia-
tion. Moreover, this isolation may modify a
given biota only when human interference is
absent or at least negligible, because this factor
acts, however locally, with an incomparably
more rapid tempo and more violent means than
do other natural agents . It would be rather
surprising if Marcus Island had maintained any
ecological peculiarities-even if such had existed
in this most simple environment-despite the
accumulation of various human interference dur -
ing 50 years, including intensive skinning, co-
conut collecting, public works which modified
the appearance of the island, a high human pop-
ulation during wartime ( when 4,000 person s
were living on this mere heap of coral sand
and pebbles), and, finally, violent bombing.
However, although Marcus Island may be
little more than a disappointment to biologists
who approach the island to study its flora or its
biogeography, investigation of such an undif-
ferentiated biota does reveal some important
problems, as follows:
1. Our knowledge of the ecology of Pacific
islands, as mentioned by Gressitt ( 1954) , is still
very far from complete. In this account , the
study of a relatively simple biota as that of
Marcus may serve as a useful guide either to
study more complex biotas or to find general
principles underl ying their diversities .
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2. Considering the fact that any given eco-
logical assemblages, either simpl e or complex,
consist of interactions among numerous parts
and processes, it is obvious that the analysis of
such entities is far easier to do in simpler biota
than in more complicated ones. It should be
remembered that, while we may be interested
in discovering any specificities and comparing
them with each other, we must always seek gen-
eral rules governing such specificities.
3. Because of their extreme isolation, eco-
logical simplicity, and lack of industrial im-
portance, the remote low islands such as Marcus
may serve as the best laboratories in field eco-
logy for the study of the intra- and inter-
specific ecology of given species, both native
and purposely introduced, as living isotopes.
The clarification of land biota should be a pre-
requi site for such experimental studies .
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Mr.H. Okuyama, Botanical Laboratory of the
National Science Museum, Tokyo.
The specimens collected by me were identi-
fied by the following gentlemen, who also gave
me valuable information on the distribution
and habits of the species collected: Mr . T. Aoto
(Reptilia), Dr. S. Asahina (Odonata ) , Mr . S.
Ehara ( Acari) , the late Dr. T. Esaki ( Embiop-
tera ) , Mr . H . Hasegawa (Hereroptera ), Mr. K.
Hori (Muscidae and Sarcophagidae ), Dr. A.
Kawada (moths), Mr. S. Kato (Anthomyidae),
Mr. M. Konishi (Cossoninae ) , Mr. K. Kosugi
( Coleoptera) , Mr . Y. Miyoshi (Myriapoda) ,
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Mr. K. Mori kawa ( Cheriferidea), Mr. M. Mo-
ritsu (Aphidae ) , Dr. T. N akane ( Coleoptera) ,
Mr. N. Nozawa (Orthopteroidea), Mr . H . Ni-
shijima ( Dip rera ), Dr. S. Saito ( Araneae), Dr.
T. Sakai ( land crabs), Dr. T. Shiraki ( Orthop-
teroidea ) , Dr. R. Takahashi ( Coccidae ), Dr.
K. Tsuneki (a nts), Dr. H. Uchida (Aprery-
gora), Mr. T. Yaginuma (Araneae), Dr. E.
Yamaguchi ( Oligochaeta ) , and Dr. T. Tuyama
(plants) .
Some names have been added or changed on
the basis of studi es done upon the insects of
Micronesia by J . C. M. Carvalho, H. G. Barber ,
and H. de Souza Lopes not cited in my ref-
erences.
Valuable information on the animals and
plants dur ing wartime was obtained from Mr.
M. Matsubara, the commander of the Japanese
garrison on Marcus Island during W orld W ar
II. Messrs. Y. Nakada and K. Fujisawa of the
Remote Islands Section of the Observatory gave
me suggestions on the land biota. Dr. T. Kir a
of Osaka City Uni versity kindly answered my
inquiries on the climatic and vegetational fea-
tures of the island.
Suggestions for improving the manuscript
were given by Dr. J. L. Gressitt of the Bern ice
P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu , based upon his
wide biological knowledge on the Pacific is-
lands.
I should like to express my sincere thanks
to all of these gentlemen, whose help was in-
dispensable in preparing the present pap er.
SU MMARY
Based upon information obtained directly dur-
ing the period from April 30 to May 6, 1952,
and from previous works and personal com-
munications, a general perspective of the land
biota of Marcus Island in the western Pacific
is outlined. As might be expected from the small
size and lack of environmental diversity, the
land biota shows the typical poor structure com-
mon to low reef islands of the Pacific. Most
constituents of the biota seem to have been in-
troduced dur ing relatively recent years, prob-
ably aided by direct and indirect human activ-
ities upon the island.
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APPENDIX
AN ANNOTATED HISTORY OF MAR CUS ISLAND
As menti oned by Bryan, the discovery, nam-
ing, and early history of the island cannot be
thoroughly traced in the obscurity of the chron-
icles from the last century. The following table
was prepared from the accounts of Yoshida
(1 902), Bryan (1 903), and Shiga (1903) , and
from person al communications from Mr . Ma-
tsubara and staff members of the weather sta-
tion.
Before 1860: Some reports of Pacific whalers
give some information on the island, but
with much confusion about its name and
location ( Bryan).
1868: Captain Kil ton, aboard the "Dav id Hoad-
ley," visited in May and described the place
as a low sandy island covered with trees
and bushes (Bryan). Discovered in th is
year by an American, and thereaft er visited
occasionally by French and British ships
(Shiga) .
1874: U. S. survey ship "Tuscarora" ( Com-
mander Belknap ) visited. Th e Hawaiian
Mission ship "Morning Star" (Captain
Gelett ) visited and reported a dense cover
of trees and shrubbery, with a white sandy
beach ( Bryan) . Tsunetaro Shinzaki visited
as a passenger in a British ship (Yoshida) .
This was the first visit by a Japanese
(Shiga) .
1889: Captain Rosehill landed in June while
engaged in trading in the Pacific. He rec-
ognized the island's value as a source of
coconuts. Believing himself to be the dis-
coverer, he claimed it for the United States
(Bryan, Yoshida ) .
1896 : A stone lantern (Ishi-doro ), with an
inscription of February 12, 1896, written
in Japanese, existed on the island until
its destruction by U. S. bombers during
W orld W ar II (Matsubara) . Shinroku
Mizutani, Chief of the South Sea Section,
Tokyo Anim al Company (Tokyo Kinju
Gaisha ) , while he was a sailor aboard the
"Tenyfi-rnaru," was cast ashore in a storm
(Yoshida, Matsubara ).
Ecology of Marcus Island-SAKAGAMI
1898 : In July, the Tokyo Prefectural Office
claimed the island as a Japanese depend-
ency, named it Minami-Torishima (South
Bird Island ) , and incorporated it into the
Ogasawara Section ( the Bonins ) of To-
kyo Prefecture (Yoshida). In September,
tenanting the island from the Tokyo Pre-
fectural Office, Shinroku Mizutani began
the skinning of sea birds, aided by the in-
vestment of Shichigor6 Karniraki, a trader
in Yokohama (Yoshida) . Haruzo Ogawa, a
lieutenant in the second reserve of the
Japanese Navy, called the inhabitants of
Hachij6zima and of the Bonins to Marcus
Island for help in skinning the sea birds
(Matsubara) .
1899-1902 : According to grave posts (now
missing ), three Japanese died in the island
during these years (Matsubara).
1901 : In October a violent typhoon attacked the
island for 10 days, sending the sea as far
as 22ft. above the normal level (Bryan) .
1902 : Hearing of Captain Rosehill 's expedition
(see below ) , the Japanese Government
sent the cruiser "Kasagi" to the island. Aki-
yuki Toyoguchi, a sub-lieutenant, landed
with 15 men (July 27) . Captain Rosehill
arrived at the island on July 30, accom-
panied by Dr. Bryan and Mr. Sedgwick, in
order to claim it as a U. S. territory, but
left on August 5 because of its occupation
by the Japanese Navy . Bryan and Sedgwick
made a scientific survey of the island dur-
ing the 5 days. August 28, the Japanese
Government sent another cruiser, the "Ta-
kachiho." S. Kamitaki (a trader mentioned
above), S. Shiga, M. P., and O. Yoshida,
a geologist, landed. Two Japanese shrines ,
Kotohira and Obtori, were built there
( "Tengaisei" ). September 2, a typhoon
passed over the island. All inhabitants
sought safety at the highest point. Until
December 25, no food other than birds
and fish was available. Sixteen died during
this period (Nakada) . In September, the
Japanese Department of Foreign Affairs
again claimed the island for Japan. The
following publications appeared : Plants of
Marcus (Yabe ) , Miscellaneous notes on the
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geology and topography (Yoshida), Chron-
icle of a journey to the island ("Tengaisei") .
1903: Shiga published an essay describing the
discovery of this island. He asserted its im-
portance from the national standpoint.
Bryan's comprehensive monograph was
published. Han-emon Tamaoki, a Japanese,
went to the island to collect coconuts but
left without success (Matsubara).
1906-16: Many Japanese were landed for phos-
phate mining. Nineteen died during these
years (Matsubara).
1930: In November, all 32 inhabitants, who had
been engaged in coconut collecting and
fishing, left the island (Matsubara).
1931: The island was purchased by the Japanese
Navy (Matsubara).
1935 : The Hydrographical Department of the
Japanese Navy began meteorological ob-
servations (Matsubara).
1937 : Establishment of the Japanese Navy air-
POrt commenced (Matsubara).
1938 : Tuyama published his Flora of Marcus
Island.
1939 : February 22, a large flock of terns visited
the island. March 15-16, a large flock of
"swallows" passed through. Terns and
swallows appeared also in autumn (Ma-
tsubara ) .
1941: The island was armed with six 15 cm.
cannons and six 8 cm. aeroguns (Matsu-
bara ) . Japan declared war upon the United
States.
1942: March 4, the island was bombed by 40
U. S. carrier-based planes (Matsubara) .
1943: A garrison consisting of 1,100 navy, 2,250
army, and 650 civilian personnel was in-
stalled with M. Matsubara as commander.
1944 : May 20-21 , bombed by 132 U. S. car-
rier-based planes . October 9, bombarded
by a U. S. naval squadron consisting of
one battleship (Pennsylvania type), two
heavy cruisers (Pensacola type), and five
large destroyers (Matsubara).
1945: Received 171 attacks by a total of 759
bombers from September, 1944, to the
armistice on August 15, 1945. October 7,
the Japanese garrison left the island (Ma-
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tsubara ) . November, occupied by U. S.
Navy (Weather Station).
1946: U. S. Navy left the island because of the
great damage to the establishment by
typhoon Martha (Weather Station) .
1950: The Central Meteorological Observatory
in Tokyo made a survey in order to re-
establish the runway and weather station
on the island (Weather Station).
1951: Meteorological observations began again
on the island (Weather Station) .
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